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Abstract

In a model with two buyers and sellers we consider the choice of sales mechanism from
three possibilities: posted prices, and auctions with and without reserve prices. With
homogenous goods, sellers’ expected revenues are highest when both sellers auction with
reserve prices – 33% higher than if posting prices and 100% higher than if auctioning
without reserve prices. When sellers can choose their mechanism before choosing prices,
both sellers auction with a reserve price in the dominant strategy equilibrium. With
heterogenous goods, the equilibrium with posted prices is inefficient (Montgomery
(1991)) but the equilibria with both types of auctions are efficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Auctions and posted prices are two commonly used selling mechanisms for a wide

variety of products. The usage of auctions has traditionally been motivated by the

existence of a monopoly seller possessing imperfect information about the buyers’

valuations of the object for sale. (See, for example, Maskin and Riley (1984) and McAfee

and McMillan (1987).) An auction features a bidding process that allocates a scarce

resource to the most willing buyer and extracts the most rent for the seller. The market

for rare art objects is a classic example of where auctions are commonly used. By way of

contrast, price-posting has usually been motivated by the sale of goods whose value is

commonly understood, no bidding takes place, and the good may be rationed according

to some rule (Cournot (1887), Kreps and Sheinkman (1983)). The sale of groceries at a

supermarket is but one example where this mechanism is used. Arguably, until recently,

auctions have been more costly to operate than price-posting. However, with recent

improvements in communication technologies (particularly the internet) the relative costs

of these mechanisms have started to converge. Due to the existence of websites such as

eBay and Half.com, sellers can now choose the selling mechanism, for almost any

product that one can imagine, at a similar cost. Understanding this choice therefore

becomes an important issue for many different markets.

Theoretical work on this issue initially considered the problem of a monopolist

facing a fixed arrival rate of buyers (Wang (1993)). However, the development of

competing auction theory (McAfee (1993), Julien, Kennes and King (2000)) and price-

posting among competing sellers (Peters (1984), Montgomery (1991)),1 has also allowed

for consideration of sellers making this choice when faced with other sellers acting

strategically. In large markets with informational asymmetries, McAfee (1993) argued

that sellers choose auctions in equilibrium, assuming that buyers are aware of the

mechanism chosen by sellers before they approach the sellers. Peters (1994) showed, in a

similar environment, that sellers would choose to post prices if buyers were unaware of

the pricing mechanisms before choosing sellers, and discount factors were large enough.

1 See, also, Burdett, Shi and Wright (2001).
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In large markets withhomogeneousbuyers and sellers, Kultti (1999) showed that

the expected payoffs to sellers are identical under the two different pricing mechanisms.

With homogeneity butsmall markets, Julien, Kennes and King (2001a) showed that

sellers’ expected payoffs are higher if all sellers auction, in any finite-sized market and

the difference in the payoffs declines monotonically with market size. Thus, even in the

absence of any informational asymmetries, it pays to auction in small markets.2 In the

smallest (2-by-2) market, (where the sellers’ premium from the auction is at its highest –

33%) we also showed that the equilibrium choice of selling mechanism depends

importantly on thesequencingof decisions: if sellers choose both mechanism and price

simultaneously then equilibria exist with all different combinations of mechanisms.

However, if sellers are able to commit to a mechanism before the price then the unique

dominant strategy equilibrium has both sellers auctioning.

In this paper, we extend this work in two ways. First, motivated by the work of

Coles and Eeckhout (2000), we consider a larger class of mechanisms for sellers to

choose over. In particular, we allow three different mechanisms: price-posting,

auctioning with a reserve price, and auctioning without a reserve price.3 As shown in

Julien, Kennes, and King (2001b), the expected payoffs from these mechanisms are

identical in large markets. However, we show here that they differ substantially in small

markets. For example, in the 2-by-2 market with homogeneous buyers and sellers, sellers

doubletheir expected payoffs if they auction with a reserve price rather than without one.

Moreover, when sellers can commit to a mechanism before a price, auctioning with a

reserve price is the dominant strategy equilibrium, and maximizes the expected payoffs to

sellers.

2 Analyzing competing auctions in small markets with informational asymmetries poses several technical
difficulties that are not present in large markets (Julien (1997)). McAfee (1993), for example, imposed key
assumptions (i) and (ii) that effectively preclude the application of his results to small markets.
3 An astute referee pointed out that we do not consider the choice across all feasible pricing mechanisms.
This more general question is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we believe that the three different
mechanisms considered here are the most commonly observed ones for many goods.
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We also consider how things change when sellers are heterogenous. Montgomery

(1991) showed that, in a small market when sellers offer goods of different quality, the

equilibrium prices are inefficient if sellers post prices. Here, we show that this

inefficiency disappears if sellers auction – either with a reserve price or without. Thus,

we argue, auctions beat posted prices in small markets.

Auctions are also attractive, from a theoretical point of view, because of their

simplicity. With heterogeneity of this type, closed-form solutions are not available for the

price-posting game but are easily found when sellers auction. In particular, we find that

the equilibrium reserve price is simply half the buyers’ valuation of the seller’s

commodity.4

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a simple model of the

decision to auction or post prices under the simplifying assumption that sellers are

homogeneous. This section has four subsections. In the first three subsections, we

develop the three essential subgames of the model: both sellers posting prices, both

sellers auctioning, and one seller posting a price while the other auctions. In the final

subsection we use the expected payoffs from the three subgames to generate a simple

normal form game for the decision to auction or to post a price. In section 3 we introduce

heterogeneous sellers and demonstrate the efficiency result. In the final section of the

paper we present our conclusions and consider some directions for future research.

4 Interestingly, this yields the same payoffs as in Kultti and Niinimaki (2002), where it assumed that the
buyer and seller enter a standard bilateral bargaining process if only one buyer approaches a seller.
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2. THE MODEL

The market consists of two identical risk neutral sellers and two identical risk

neutral buyers. Each buyer wants to buy one unit of an indivisible good, and is willing to

pay up to his reservation price, which is constant across buyers, and normalized to 1. If

he purchases at pricep then he obtains utility p−1 . If he is unable to buy, his payoff is

zero. Each seller has one unit of the good to sell. If she sells at pricep , she obtains

payoff p ; if she does not sell, she obtains a payoff of zero.

Exchange in this market is a four stage game. In the first stage, each seller

chooses whether to post a price, auction with a reserve price, or auction without a reserve

price. In the second stage, the sellers set posted / reserve prices: a reserve price in the

case of an auction, and a posted price otherwise. In the third stage, buyers observe the

posted prices and reserve prices of the sellers, and choose which seller to visit. In the

final stage, the good is sold in a bidding game in the case of an auction and by a rationing

rule in the case of a posted price. Equilibria in this model are solved by backwards

induction: first, the bidding/rationing game, second, the buyers’ choice of seller to visit,

third, the sellers’ choice of posted/reserve price, and finally, the sellers’ choice of

whether to post a price or auction with or without a reserve price. The analysis of this

problem is facilitated by the sequential development of three key subgames in which (i)

both sellers post prices, (ii) both sellers auction, and (iii) one seller posts a price and the

other auctions. Once the payoffs of each of these three subgames have been

characterized, the equilibrium choice of mechanism can be analysed in a simple 3 by 3

normal form game, which we solve.
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2.1 Both Sellers Posting Prices

The posted-price subgame follows Montgomery (1991) and Burdett, Shi and

Wright (2001). Here, each seller chooses a posted pricejs where }2,1{∈j is used to

index sellers. Each buyer then chooses to visit either seller based on the posted price of

each seller and the expected behavior of the other buyer. The probability that a buyer

visits seller j is given by j
iπ where i is used to index buyers. Buyeri ’s expected utility

from visiting seller j is given by:

2/)1()1)(1( j
j
ij

j
i

j
i ssU −+−−= −− ππ (2.1)

where j
i−π is the probability that selleri is not the only potential buyer visiting sellerj ,

in which case the good is rationed according to a symmetric rationing rule. As is standard

in this literature, attention here is focused on equilibria in which buyers play mixed

strategies.5 A mixed strategy equilibrium exists in this game such that each buyer is

indifferent about which seller he visits. Moreover, since each buyer faces the same vector

of posted prices, the probability that each buyer visits sellerj is the same. Thus,

21
ii UU = and jj

i ππ = for all i . Using these conditions, the probability jπ that any

particular buyer visits sellerj is solved as follows:

5 Two asymmetric pure strategy equilibria also exist: where buyer 1 approaches seller 1 and buyer 2
approaches seller 2 with probability one, and where buyer 1 approaches seller 2 and buyer 2 approaches
seller 1 with probability one. From the point of view of buyers, these two pure strategy equilibria are
strictly preferred to the mixed one. Thus, buyers face a pure coordination game when making their location
choice. In settings with the same numberN of buyers and sellers, there areN! such asymmetric pure
strategy equilibria but still only one symmetric mixed strategy equilibrium. While, in the simplest 2-by-2
game, one might imagine that the two buyers may find a way to coordinate, this becomes less plausible in
only slightly larger markets. The unique mixed strategy equilibrium arguably represents a natural focal
point (see Binmore et al, (1993)) in these environments, and has become the focus of the analysis in the
literature. It is also worth noting that sellers play pure strategies when choosing prices in this framework.
This contrasts with work by Kreps and Sheinkman (1983), and Peters (1984) who focus on mixed pricing
strategies in similar capacity-constrained environments. Here, because buyers play mixed strategies when
making their location choices, sellers face simple continuous expected demand functions – even though the
number of buyers in the market is discrete, which allows for pure strategies in prices in a natural way. For
an intuitive interpretation of mixed strategy equilibria, see Reny and Robson (2001).
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jj

jjj

ss

ss

−

−

−−
+−

=
2

21
π (2.2)

Expression (2.2) is the reaction function of buyers to the posted prices of sellers.

The probability that sellerj is able to sell her good is:

2)()1(2),( jjj
jj ssq πππ +−=−

where )1(2 jj ππ − is the probability that the sellerj faces one potential buyer and

2)( jπ is the probability that she faces two (in which case, she can sell only to one). We

can think of ),( jj ssq − as the demand function for goodj . A key feature of this demand

function is that it is continuous and differentiable. Moreover, under posted prices, the

seller has the same payoff if one or two potential buyers come to visit. Therefore, the

expected payoff to sellerj from offering posted price js is given by:

jjjjj sssqssR ),(),( −− = (2.3)

The solution to each seller’s problem is found simply by differentiating her payoff

function with respect to her posted price, and setting this derivative equal to zero. In this

way we obtain the following reaction function for sellerj :

75

)2)(1(
)(

−
−+

=
−

−−
−

j

jj

jj s

ss
ss (2.4)
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Figure 1: Reaction Functions When Both Sellers Post Prices

The intersection of the sellers' reaction functions, illustrated in Figure 1, gives the

equilibrium posted price of 2/1* =js for both sellers. Substituting these values into (2.2)

yields: 2/1=jπ which then implies that 4/3),( ** =− jj ssq . The equilibrium payoff to

sellers in this subgame is therefore, from (2.3):

8/3),( ** =− jj ssR (2.5)

From Figure 1, it can also be observed that a price of unity for both sellers also

satisfies the two reaction functions. This price is not an equilibrium, however, because if

seller j chooses a posted price of unity then the utility that any buyer would get from

visiting that seller is zero, no matter how the other buyer behaves. Therefore, the other

seller can charge a slightly lower price, get the whole market (i.e., a buyer with certainty),

and leave the first seller with an incentive to cut the price. The payoff function of sellerj

does not have this discontinuity if the other seller posts a price equal to one half.

However, it is worth noting that sellerj gets no customers if she posts a price greater

than 3/4 when the other seller posts a price equal to one half. In this case, the buyers then

visit the other seller with certainty and take their chances with that seller's rationing rule.
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2.2 Both Sellers Auctioning

In this subsection we consider two cases. In the first, each seller chooses areserve

price jr as a best response to the reserve price of the other seller. In the second case, each

seller sets her reserve price equal to zero. In either case, each buyer then chooses to visit

either seller based on the reserve price of each seller and the expected behavior of the

other buyer.

Buyer i 's expected utility from visiting sellerj is given by:

)1)(1( j
j
i

i
j rU −−= −π (2.6)

where )1( j
i−−π is the probability that the buyer is alone at this auction. If the buyer is not

alone, then competitive bidding ensures that the sale price of the good is unity, in which

case the buyer does not obtain any utility from purchasing the good. An equilibrium in

mixed stategies also exists for this subgame, such that each buyer is indifferent which

seller he visits. Moreover, since each buyer faces the same vector of reserve prices, the

probability that any particular buyer visits sellerj is the same. Therefore, 21
ii UU = and

jj
i ππ = for all i . Consequently, the probability jπ that any particular buyer visits seller

j is given by:

jj

jj

rr

r

−−−
−

=
2

1
π (2.7)

This expression is the reaction function of the buyers to the reserve prices of the

sellers. When choosing their reserve prices, sellers exploit this function. The probability

that seller j has exactly one potential buyer visit is given by )1(2),(1 jj
jj rrq ππ −=− ,

while the probability that she has two potential buyers visit is .)(),( 22 j
jj rrq π=−

Whereas in the posted price case, the number of potential buyers who visit has no bearing
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on the price at which the good is sold (as long as this number is not zero), in the auction

case, this is not true. In particular, the good is sold at the reserve pricejr if only one

potential buyer visits sellerj , but sold at the price of unity (the buyer's valuation) if

more than one potential buyer visits. Thus, the payoff ),( jj rrR − to seller j offering

reserve price jr is given by:

),(),(),( 21
jjjjjjj rrqrrrqrrR −−− += (2.8)

When choosing the reserve price, sellers simply differentiate the payoff function

(2.8) with respect to jr and set the result equal to zero. Doing so, we find the following

reaction function for sellerj :

2/1)( =− jj rr (2.9)

The non-responsiveness of this reaction function to the reserve price of the other

seller deserves some comment. A higher reserve price by the other seller clearly raises

the probability that a buyer will visit sellerj . However, sellerj chooses not to raise her

reserve price in response because she would then discourage potential buyers from

visiting her own auction. When the number of buyers equals the number of sellers (as in

this 2 by 2 case) these effects exactly cancel out.6

The expected payoff function of the seller (2.8) is continuous and concave, given

the other seller is choosing the equilibrium reserve price. Therefore, the vector of reserve

prices satisfying the reaction functions of the sellers is an equilibrium of this subgame.

6 More generally, when the number of buyers and sellers differ, these reaction functions have a positive
slope. See Julien, Kennes, and King (2000).
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Figure 2: Reaction Functions When Both Sellers Auction

The two reaction functions of the two sellers, illustrated in Figure 2, determine the

equilibrium reserve price for each seller at 2/1* =jr . Using this in (2.7) implies that

2/1=jπ , which then implies that 2/1)2/1,2/1(1 =q and 4/1)2/1,2/1(2 =q . These

choices can now be substituted back into the payoff function (2.8) to obtain the

equilibrium expected payoff to each seller when both choose the equilibrium reserve

price:

.2/1),( ** =− jj rrR (2.10)

Since the choice of the reserve price in (2.9) is independent of the reserve price of

the other seller, we can now also find the payoff to a seller who chooses a reserve price

when the other seller auctions but with a reserve price. Setting 2/1=jr and 0=− jr in

(2.7) yields: 3/1=jπ . This implies that 9/4)0,2/1(1 =q and 9/1)0,2/1(2 =q . Hence,

by (2.8) we obtain:
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3/1)0,( * =jrR (2.11)

Similarly, setting 0=jr and 2/1=− jr in (2.7) yields: 3/2=jπ . This implies that

9/4)2/1,0(1 =q and 9/4)2/1,0(2 =q . Equation (2.8) then implies:

9/4),0( * =jrR (2.12)

We can also find the equilibrium payoffs to sellers if both auction without a

reserve price. Setting 0== − jj rr in (2.7) gives 2/1=jπ . This implies that

2/1)0,0(1 =q and 4/1)0,0(2 =q . Then, from (2.8):

4/1)0,0( =R (2.13)

2.3 One Seller Posting a Price, the Other Auctioning

The auction and posted-price subgame, developed here, is similar to the previous

two subgames, except that one seller posts a price while the other conducts an auction.

We denote the posted price seller by her posted prices, and the auction seller by her

reserve pricer . Again, we consider two possible reserve prices – the best response and

simply setting the reserve equal to zero. The probability that buyeri visits the posted

price seller is given by s
iπ . The expected utility that buyeri receives if he visits the

posted price seller is given by:

2/)1()1)(1( ssU s
i

s
i

s
i −+−−= −− ππ (2.14)

while the expected utility from visiting the seller who auctions is given by:

)1( rU s
i

r
i −= −π (2.15)
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As in the previous two subgames, an equilibrium in mixed strategies exists for

this subgame such that each buyer is indifferent about which seller to visit. Also, since

each buyer faces the same vector of prices, the probability that any particular buyer will

visit a particular seller is the same. Therefore, r
i

s
i UU = and ss

i ππ = for all i . These two

conditions allow us to solve for the probabilitysπ that any particular buyer will visit the

posted price seller:

2/2/3

1

sr

ss

−−
−=π (2.16)

Equation (2.16) expresses the reaction function of the buyers to the reserve and posted

prices of the two sellers. Both sellers exploit this function when making their

posted/reserve price decisions. The expected payoff to a seller offering posted prices is

given by:

srsqrsR ),(),( = (2.17)

where 2)()1(2),( sssrsq πππ +−= is the probability that the posted price seller receives

a visit from at least one buyer. The expected payoff of the seller offering the reserve price

r is given by:

),(),(),( 21 srqrsrqsrR += (2.18)

where )1(2),(1 sssrq ππ −= is the probability that one buyer will visit the auctioning

seller, and 22 )1(),( ssrq π−= is the probability that two will.

Differentiating the payoff functions of each seller with respect to the relevant

decision variable and setting these derivatives equal to zero gives two reaction functions.

First, for the price-posting seller, we have:
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54

32
)(

−
−=

r

r
rs (2.19a)

and second, for the auctioning seller, we have:

6

1
)(

s
sr

+= (2.19b)

Figure 3: Reaction Functions When One Seller Posts and One Auctions

The intersection of these two reaction functions, illustrated in Figure 3, yields the

equilibrium reserve price 271286.0* =r and posted price 6277.0* =s . Substituting these

choices into (2.13) yields:

4069.0),( ** =rssπ (2.20a)

Similarly, when the auctioning seller sets the reserve price equal to zero, from (2.19a), we

have 5/3=s . Using this in (2.16) we find:

3/1)0,5/3( =sπ (2.20b)
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The payoff to the price-posting seller can now be found in these different cases.

Using (2.20a) and (2.20b), the probabilities that this seller will receive a visit from at

least one buyer are equal to:

6482.0),( ** =rsq 9/5)0,5/3( =q

respectively in each case. Now, using (2.17), we find:

4069.0),( ** =rsR (2.21a)

3/1)0,5/3( =R (2.21b)

as the payoffs to the price-posting seller when the other seller auctions with the

equilibrium reserve price and the zero reserve price respectively.

The payoffs to the sellers that auction can be found by first calculating the

probabilities of one and two buyers visiting in the different cases:

4827.0),( **1 =srq 3518.0),( **2 =srq

9/4)5/3,0(1 =q 9/4)5/3,0(2 =q

Using these values in (2.18), we can now calculate the expected payoffs to sellers that

auction in the two cases:

4827.0),( ** =srR (2.22)

9/4)5/3,0( =R (2.23)
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2.4 Equilibrium

The three subgames, in sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, determined the expected payoffs

to each seller from either auctioning or posting a price, given the choice of selling

mechanism of the other seller. These payoffs now allow us to characterize the

equilibrium choice of selling mechanism by considering the following simple normal

form game, which is constructed using the payoffs from (2.5), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12),

(2.13), (2.21a), (2.21b), (2.22), and (2.23):7

Post
Prices

Auction With
Reserve

Auction With
No Reserve

Post
Prices

0.375, .0.375 0.407, 0.483 0.333, 0.444

AuctionWith
Reserve

0.483, 0.407 0.5, 0.5 0.444, 0.333

Auction With
No Reserve

0.444, 0.333 0.333, 0.444 0.25, 0.25

Table 1

Inspection of Table 1 reveals that this game has a unique Nash equilibrium –

where both sellers auction with a reserve price. Moreover, this choice is strictly dominant

for each seller. Hence auctions with reserve prices maximize the sellers' joint surplus.

Because the game is symmetric, the probability that the good gets sold is the same (1/2)

whenever both sellers use the same mechanism. Consequently, rents are simply

transferred from buyers to sellers if the sellers choose to auction using a reserve price

rather than use either of the other two mechanisms.

Table 1 lists the mechanisms in declining order of price commitment from the

point of view of sellers. The highest level of commitment occurs where sellers commit to

the posted price, no matter how many buyers arriveex post. When sellers auction with a

7 For ease of comparison, all numbers in this table have been expressed in decimal form.
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reserve price, they commit only to a price that would apply if only one buyer arrives: if

both arrive then the object goes to the highest bidder. When sellers do not commit to a

particular reserve price, the price is determined purely byex postcompetition. This

analysis shows that the expected revenue for sellers is maximized in the intermediate case

– auctioning with a reserve price. Posting prices is the second-best mechanism, and

auctioning without a reserve price is the worst here, for sellers. The premium that sellers

get from auctioning with a reserve price is also very significant in this simple 2-by-2

case: by doing this, they would receive an expected payoff that is 33% higher than what

they would get if both sellers posted prices, and 100% higher than their payoffs if both

auctioned without a reserve price.

3. HETEROGENEOUS SELLERS AND EFFICIENCY

In this section we analyse the equilibrium outcome in an auction market when

sellers have heterogeneous goods. In general, heterogeneous goods imply price dispersion

as buyers choose different probabilities of approaching the different sellers in mixed

strategy equilibria. As mentioned above, Montgomery (1991) found that, in this

environment, the equilibrium probabilities are not constrained-efficient when sellers post

prices. Here, we examine whether or not this is true when sellers auction with or without

a reserve price. To do this, we compare the equilibrium probabilities in both cases with

those that would be chosen by a planner seeking to maximize total expected surplus.

As in Montgomery's framework, the market consists of identical buyers, but

sellers hold goods of different quality. Let },{ lhj ∈ denote the two sellers, where seller

h has a high quality indivisible good worthhy to each buyer and that sellerl has a low

quality indivisible good worth hl yy < to each buyer. Each buyer is willing to pay up to

his reservation price, which is equal to the worth of each good. If a buyer purchases the

good at pricep , he obtains utility py j − , lhj ,= . If the seller sells her good at pricep

she obtains payoffp ; otherwise, she has payoff zero.
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3.1 The Planner's Problem

The planner chooses the probabilitiesjπ that any particular buyer will visit seller

j , to maximize total expected output:

})1(1())1(1{(max 22

,
l

l
h

h yyV
lh

ππ
ππ

−−+−−= (3.1)

where 1=+ lh ππ . It is straightforward to show that the planner's choice, denotedjπ , is

given by:

lh

jj

yy

y

+
=π lhj ,= (3.2)

Thus, for example, if the value of the high quality good is 1>θ times the value of the

low quality good, then the optimal probability that each buyer visits the high quality

seller isθ times the probability that each buyer visits the low quality seller.

3.2 The Equilibrium with Both Sellers Auctioning

As in section 2.2 above, we consider cases where each seller chooses a reserve

price jr strategically, and where no reserve is set. Buyers choose probabilities of visiting

sellers, given the reserve prices and the expected behavior of the other buyer. The utility

of visiting seller j is given by:

))(1( jj
j
i

i
j ryU −−= −π (3.3)

As in the homogeneous seller case, a mixed strategy equilibrium exists where each buyer

faces the same vector of reserve prices and the probability that any particular buyer visits

seller j is the same. Thus, l
i

h
i UU = and jj

i ππ = for all i . This implies:
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lhlh

jjj

rryy

ry

−−+
−

=π (3.4)

Sellers exploit this reaction function when making their strategic reserve price

decision. The payoff ),( jj rrR − to a seller offering a reserve pricejr is given by:

j
j

j
jj

jj yrrrR 2)()1(2),( πππ +−=− (3.5)

where jπ is given in (3.4), lhj ,= . Once again, the solution to sellerj 's reserve price

problem is found by choosing thejr that maximizes ),( jj rrR − , given jr− . This yields

the reaction function:

2
)(

j

jj

y
rr =− (3.6)

As in the homogeneous case analysed in section 2.2, the strategic reserve price for sellerj

is independent of the reserve price of the other seller. Comparing (3.6) with (2.9) reveals

that this is a very straightforward generalization of the homogenous good case: sellers

announce reserve prices that are precisely one half of the value of the surplus.

The intersection of the reaction functions yields the Nash equilibrium reserve

prices:

2
* j

j

y
r = (3.7)

When both sellers choose their reserve prices strategically, then substitution of (3.7) into

(3.4) yields:
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lh

jj

yy

y

+
=*π (3.8)

which is identical to the planner's jπ in (3.2). Also, when neither seller has a reserve

price, substitution of 0== lh rr into (3.4) produces exactly the same result. Thus,

whenever both sellers have access to the same auction mechanism, the equilibrium

choices will be constrained efficient.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The usage of auctions, rather than simple posted prices, has traditionally been

motivated by the existence of informational asymmetries. In this paper we have examined

a very simple setting with two buyers and two sellers, but with no informational

asymmetries at all. We have shown that, when the product for sale is homogenous, it pays

for sellers to auction with a reserve price. As shown in our earlier work, auctioning with a

reserve price gives sellers a 33% premium in expected revenues over what they would get

if they posted prices. We also show here how important reserve prices are: in this setting,

if sellers auctionwithouta reserve price then they receive an expected payoff that is 33%

lower than what they could get by posting prices. Put another way, auctioning with a

reserve price yields sellers an expected revenue that isdoublethe amount they would get

if they auctioned without a reserve price.

In this setting, when sellers can sequence their decisions – choosing a sales

mechanism before choosing a specific (reserve) price – then both sellers choosing to

auction with a reserve price is the unique Nash equilibrium and the dominant strategy

equilibrium. Thus, sequencing their decisions in this way allows sellers to find the

equilibrium that maximizes their expected payoffs. Although we did not study the

problem directly in this paper, we conjecture that, without this sequencing, multiple

equilibria exist.8

8 As mentioned above, multiple equilibria abound in this type of framework without sequencing. See, for
example, Coles and Eeckhout (2000) and Julien, Kennes, and King (2001a).
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In environments where sellers have different qualities of good to sell,

Montgomery (1991) has shown that price-posting does not produce an efficient allocation

of resources. We have shown here that this changes when sellers auction – either with or

without a reserve price. In both cases, the efficient allocation is achieved in equilibrium.

Examining the equilibrium choice of sales mechanism in this setting would, of course, be

a natural next step. However, analyzing this question with heterogeneous goods is much

more difficult than with homogeneous goods because no closed-form solutions are

available for the price-posting equilibrium, although they are available for the auction

equilibria. We therefore leave this question for future research.

In this study, we examined different mechanisms with different degrees of pricing

commitment. However, it also true that we assumed that each seller is able to commit in

the same way to each mechanism that she chooses. That is, sellers announce that they

will be selling via a particular mechanism and are committed to using that mechanism

once buyers arrive. While it is true that, in many markets, it may be difficult to identify

the particular commitment mechanism that makes this possible, it is also true that

mechanisms do exist in many other markets. For example, when sellers use auction

houses they typically sign agreements that they are willing to respect the outcome of the

auction process. Internet-based sales sites such as eBay and Half.com also require similar

agreements. The explosive growth of the volume and value of goods sold through these

sites, we believe, makes this analysis increasing relevant.

As has become commonplace in this literature, we have focused here on the

unique symmetric mixed strategy equilibrium when buyers make their location choices.

Asymmetric pure strategy equilibria also exist which, in fact, Pareto dominate the

equilibrium where buyers mix. Thus, a coordination problem lies at the heart of all this

work. Experimental evidence (Ochs (1990)) has shown that buyers do have trouble

coordinating, even in very small markets.9 Further experimental work, exploring behavior

in simple perfect information environments such as this, seems worthwhile.

9 One of us (King), together with Bob Forsythe and Tom Reitz at the University of Iowa, has also
conducted preliminary experiments in this precise framework, finding similar results.
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Risk is another aspect that has been abstracted away from here. Given that

auctions are inherently more risky, it may be possible to change some of the results if risk

aversion were introduced. (However, preliminary investigations, using simple square root

utility functions for sellers in the homogenous case, did not change any substantive

results.) Again, experimental work could be helpful.

Finally, the role of public policy in coordinating trade between relatively small

numbers of buyers and sellers could be explored. A key feature of our model is that the

decentralized equilibrium is Bertrand in strategies but Cournot in outcomes. This raises

interesting questions about the efficiency of investment in small markets because, like

Bertrand, we find that the existence of two sellers is enough for efficiency. This result

suggests that this framework could be used to shed new light on an old theoretical

problem – inefficient capacity precommitment with Bertrand competition.
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